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SALUTEM PUNCTUS TRIANGULI
Dear Elizabeth,
We communicate in order to provide you with the opportunity (again offered!) to
head off and diffuse legal, constitutional and social challenges that are about to overwhelm
you, your position and your national sovereignty. We offer help and practical advice on how
to mitigate unnecessary trauma and suffering which is likely to ensue following imminent and
inevitable societal and climatic change.
We do not seek to offer you or your family preferential treatment; however we do offer a way
in which you can salvage your dignity, self-respect and maybe your lives. This
communication is presented in two parts. Firstly, the outline in very basic format of the
constitutional, legal and parliamentary based melt-down that is now beneath you – problems
which you and your repressive machinery of state are fast sinking into AND the second part
is the outline offering of a series of solutions to problems and distress that you and your
family will be facing in near space/time nexi. The topics are several and so we list them now:

PART ONE
(A) The United Kingdom’s “illegal” involvement in a phoney war against the people of
Iraq. A war that was nothing more than an “Oil-Grab” partly initiated by George W.
Bush and father.
(B) Your Prime Minister’s complicity, collusion and desirous participation in this war
contrary to the advice of the Attorney General Lord Goldsmith, his (Blair) subsequent
lying to parliament and the people of the United Kingdom. And his subversion of
justice and due process in conducting his own exoneration via (to date) 3 Judicial
Reviews.
(C) Accusations against you surrounding the fact that the United Kingdom could not go to
war without the express consent of the Privy Council(PC) and the “Queen in council”
– er, you!
(D) Your failure, whether through ignorance, disinterest, naiveté (or collusion) to refuse to
sign the Privy Council documents allowing the General Staff to take your Armed
Forces officers to war. You as Commander in Chief had a duty of care above all
others to verify the facts.
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(E) The citing of all 544 <> members of the Privy Council as co-accused in the permitting
of this “illegal” war which was not fought in defence of national borders of
Commonwealth territory or in protection of British Commonwealth citizenry. It was,
with 20/20 vision, just what it always seemed to be – and the nation knew it – a simple
unprovoked invasion of another Sovereign State.
THE FACTS
These are as follows:(A) The Bush Administration (Team B as they like to call themselves) with which you are
intimately connected and indeed genealogically tied, have stolen not one but two U.S.
elections using lies, deceit, theft and the Diebold electronic voter registration system. Al
Gore lost out via voter fraud and vote rigging, whilst John Kerry, Bush’s cousin
(removed), had the election simply stolen off him.
The move against Iraq by George Dubb’ya to valiantly rescue the Iraqi people rings
somewhat hollow coming from a war-monger that within his first few months of becoming
President had sabre-rattled the Chinese and had bombed Baghdad. His true motives were
simply the lust for oil for as both yourself and we are aware this “black-gold” will be the
commodity par excellence after the coming pole-shift and this and no other reason was the
“Why?” for the invasion of Iraq. Both Bush Snr. (knighted by you) and Bush Jnr. along with
their power crazed elite sought to make this land-grab using tax payers money and the lives
of the US Military as their enforcers and thereafter, bailiffs.
The outfall from this is that Bush’s Puppet Master(s) has said “Enough!” and is currently
bringing this “runaway train” to a halt. The Bush Administration is decapitated. Bush, now a
spent force resorting to both cocaine and the bottle has been unofficially relieved of his title
“Commander in Chief” by the United States military top-brass and all nuclear launch
authorisations and codes withdrawn from him. Unfortunately for you this storm from across
the Atlantic is not only heading this way, your way, but it in fact arrived here on the 31 st
January 2003.
(B) Tony Blair, on his controllers say so, was given the instruction to follow Bush’s play. He
has not only played along as willing accomplice in this “rape of the Middle East” but has
gotten his nose much too deeply into the trough. Though 3 Judicial Reviews, carefully
convened by those at the highest level, have white-washed his lies, the pack still has the
scent and Blair will find no rest now ’til the end of his days. His involvement in this illegal war
is obvious to all of your citizenry and is soon set to Re-emerge in the full glare of media
attention; this time though, with facts not hereto revealed he will become a sitting duck. The
cracks are there for all to see and regardless of whether or not he is still officially in office *
he will be pursued as a war criminal.
Tony Blair has stated that he did not decide to go to war against Iraq until 24 hours prior to
the event and then only following the final Commons vote in parliament at your Palace of
Westminster. However, leaked documents prove that in the Whitehouse meeting of January
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31st 2003, honourable Tony agreed to go along with the Bush decision to Invade Iraq
regardless of the outcome regarding the United nations Resolution.
One of the most serious accusations that can be made against a Prime Minister is that he
knowingly misled parliament. Such a charge would be even graver if it involved hiding from
M.P’s and the nation – that he was also acting according to a secret agreement with a
foreign power- the United States of America. What if as a result of this conspiracy to war the
country was so taken and servicemen lost their lives? To date the number stands at 101 and
as many of these through accident and friendly fire as to battle itself.
Tony Blair sought perfunctory legal advice we are told from Lord Goldsmith (PC) the Attorney
General and ignored the advice given. Lord Falconer (PC), aptly named, persuaded him, in
addition to later tone down his (Goldsmith’s) dove-ish advice. All three individuals need
carpeting on this action alone. Nevertheless, Blair went to war illegally as far as the world,
the U.N., Europe and Britain were concerned. He played his hand and he lost. But what
could have fuelled such arrogance and confidence on both sides of the Atlantic that
Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) would be found in Iraq? with even Hans Blix the Chief
U.N. Inspector saying that he found it quite incredible that the Bush Administration could
have “100% certainty as to the existence of these weapons but zero per cent knowledge as
to where they were”. What did our two heroes know that no one else did? Well, let us Reveal
a little known secret:Bush, Powell, Cheney, Rumsfeld and others in this farce had what they considered a foolproof plan. They knew all along that there were no Weapons of Mass Destruction and so to
protect themselves from that “stuff that hits the fan” blowing back on them, they had in
theatre, ready to plant, their own WMD and material to implicate Saddam. They fed the U.N.
and hence the world lies from day one – everything was a fiction, a confection apart from
their determination to war! They thought their plan to be fool-proof but they failed to realise
that it was not God-Proof. They planned to place the smoking gun in Saddam’s hand,
“liberate Iraq” and come out as “kings and saviours of the world”. They failed to account for
the many warnings they were given, and refused to believe, that higher dimensional beings,
who have the vested interests of mankind at heart, would step up to the crease to help
protect the innocent. Until the Bush Administration finally accepted defeat on the “planting
deal” they had attempted and failed over one hundred times. They will never succeed.
* (Please note: The PM is NOT constitutionally allowed to appoint his successor, Gordon Brown or anyone else for that
matter as the election of the PM must be via parliamentary procedure and via the Royal Prerogative and this is your
discretion. To permit otherwise would be to take from you the ultimate protection the monarch can offer its people and would
attach you to a future obligation to accept someone who may prove to be unsuitable and vilified in the public’s eye.
Remember Eden, R.A.Butler, Macmillan fiasco in 1957?)

(C and D) Following on from the above, it is a constitutional fact that the United Kingdom and
it’s Armed Forces can only be taken to war (or sue for peace) via the Privy Council with the
“Queen in Council” – er, you. Therefore, in order for your Commanders to move even so
much as a paper clip in the direction of war there had to be a Privy Council document with
your Seal of State and signature giving authority to go to war. (Remember Suez 1956/57?).
Why, many in this isle are beginning to ask, did you fail to invoke the Royal Prerogative –
absolutely and unequivocally tailor-made for such an occasion? Your simple refusal to sign
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the order(s) for war would have certainly stopped Blair in his tracks and probably Bush too.
So knowing there was no U.N. resolution, why did you not (or maybe you did?) consult the
Lord Chancellor, Lord Falconer and the Attorney General Lord Goldsmith? Hmmm! Blair was
a loose cannon – he should have been stopped.
(E) One of the many complaints and frustrations that the British electorate level at this fiction
of parliamentary democracy is the incessantly seeming “non-accountability of any one for
anything at any level”. The parliamentarians form the government. The government then
enforces legislation throughout its term only to bamboozle the electorate when it is asked for
an explanation. This non accountability of parliamentarians who make decisions when in
government only to have their successors hold up their hands when brought to account
claiming either “It wasn’t me personally” or “It was the fault of the previous government,”
creates an apathy and sense of hopelessness in the nation second to none. Chasing them is
like chasing a ghost.
However, this deliberately frustrating control elite ploy has an Achilles heel. It can be
attacked quite successfully via the Privy Council. Appointment to this body is for life and the
title Right Honourable is bestowed. The councillors have then to take an Oath of Personal
Allegiance to you and here’s the rub. Even if a government is voted out of office the principle
despots have invariably been entitled by you for life. Their sheer act of remaining alive
therefore creates an accountability throughout the entirety of your reign and of your
successor (if there was going to be one, but there’s not) Ipso facto as they are still
accountable to you and as you are still accountable to the people then through the obvious
thread of chronology, title and constitutional law and the fact that you collect taxes from the
people cements your reciprocal part in this contract.
Hence, we are preparing to cite as co-accused all 544<> members of your Privy Council as
co-conspirators in an action against Messrs Blair, Brown, Straw, Prescott, Hoon etc for war
crimes and misleading the citizens of the United Kingdom and undermining its sovereignty.
Answers are needed and are going to be given. In all probability we are writing to you about
those things of which you know all too well – for this we make no apology. This sparse detail
is for the benefit of those who may read this document in future time should you fail to accept
the initiative we offer you in this now moment.
You may have genuinely wanted this war – if not then you need to explain what went wrong.
However, as we and you are aware, impending massive global tectonic and climatic earth
changes are fast bearing down upon this planet. You know this: both Bush and Blair know
this but as of yet there has not been as much as a squeak from any of you to help and inform
the common man – Earth’s Humanity. The implication of your collective and individual
inaction we shall address in Part Two of this communication entitled Operation Firewall. For
now though allow us to précis your predicament.
1. An illegal American/British “land grab” war against another sovereign state Iraq.
2. False premise and reasons for war given to parliament and the people.
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3. Fall back positions of Bush/Blair in the “Pact to Plant” WMD and thus allowing
themselves to come out of the deception in true Templar Style as saviours of the
world.
4. A gross miscalculation of the Higher Spiritual Plane’s commitment and support for the
protection of the common man and the masses from false political dramas.
5. Your accountability for not applying a sanction to Blair via the Royal Prerogative, in
order to stop this war-monger in his tracks – unless by implication you were too, fully
supportive of this illegal war. Either way you have broken your Annunaki contrived
method of ensnaring the public in useless mind-fogging detail and ritual. We now
provide the lens by which ALL will begin to see this repression for what it really is.
6. Your continued failure to announce the approach of the 12 th planet of your solar
system, the planet Nibiru, whilst continuing to prepare your own exit strategies and
allowing populations to “Perish in Place”.
You are now encouraged to consult with your inner self, your inner family, possibly even
MJ12. You need to personally consider and understand the full implications both in the now
moment and karmically for the response you will make. This document may be a god-send.
Consider well for we help you best plan your exit strategies and the dissolution of the
monarchy. The House of Windsor is no more – a fossil no longer of use even to look at in a
case. Relinquish it now before you are ripped from it. Act now while your decisions are still
your own – you do not have as much time as you have been led to believe.

MAY ALL THINGS BE AUSPICIOUS,
MAY EXCELLENCE INCREASE
MAY CHRIST/BUDDHA, SACRED LAW OF ONE DHARMA FLOURISH AT THE HANDS
OF THE ORDINATION OF MELCHIZEDEK.

Asher Melchizedek/Peter Smith
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PART TWO

OPERATION FIREWALL
OPERATION FIREWALL OFFERED TO YOU VIA THE ALPHA AND OMEGA ORDER MELCHIZEDEK
UNDER THE PROTOCOLS LAID DOWN BY THE COUNCIL OF SATURN FOR THIS SYSTEM OF WORLDS.
WE MAKE THIS OFFER OF HELP AND ASSISTANCE UNDER THE TEACHINGS OF THE SACRED LAW OF
ONE AND THE GOLDEN RULE (PRE – SERVE LIFE FIRST) SO THAT YOU AND YOUR LOVED ONES CAN
MAKE A GRACEFUL AND DIGNIFIED EXIT FROM PUBLIC LIFE AND TO HELP YOU MAINTAIN SOME
DIVINE PRIDE AND MAYBE YOUR HEADS.

WE COMMUNICATE NOW;
We send this news to you Elizabeth, in such fashion, for a number of reasons the prime one
being to help you head-off legal, constitutional and social challenges which are about to
overwhelm your tenure. We offer help and assistance as per the Teachings of The Sacred
Law of One on ways to mitigate unnecessary trauma and suffering that are to ensue as a
result of your and your ancestors’ actions and inactions – this, your KARMA, is about to play
itself out before your very eyes – ready or not. We do not have all of your answers at present
but within current probability/possibility space /time vortices, those we do have are as good
as you could hope for.
Taking even a cursory glance at and appreciation of your ancestry and genealogical charts
will tend to show that on many occasions the “Cause of Death” has often been as a result of
unpopularity, so to speak! How to stay popular when there’s 6.48 billion of them and only one
of you? How to stay popular when approximately 3.8 billion souls on the planet have to
survive on around $1 per day? How to stay popular when your equine feed bill is many fold
this sum. Staying popular is no mean feat and is about to become meaner!
Surprise it to say that both you and your family’s time is drawing to a close as preferential
players in this role of deceit and control that are the systemic hall-mark of all elitist service to
self “king of the Hill “ regimes. Your time is drawing to a close as the planet prepares to pass
into 4th Density in the 2012 – 2022 AD space/time corridor. The planet will be fetched with
some considerable inconvenience due to the soul-density and general planetary dis-harmony
atypical for 3rd Density planets such as yours.

Nearer to home for you though, your 64 million subjects will not be subject to anything or
anyone too much longer after discovering that they have been consistently and
systematically lied to and treated as fools by those who seek and profess to care for them,
when and as they begin to find out the true causes of Global Warming and they also find out
the associated exit strategies that the world’s elite, obviously you included, have been
preparing for themselves. This parasitic (though your kind would probably call it symbiotic)
fear enforced, Annunaki contrived relationship that you all have with your taxpayer/slaves
can often lead to the “Haves” being shortened by a head when the truth sets them free or the
status quo is otherwise upset. This we wish to avoid for all and not just for you.
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As you are fully well aware, massive global tectonic and climatic Earth changes are about to
overwhelm you, your country and the world’s socio-economic systems. These changes are
being felt even now and are being visited upon you by the inbound 12 th Planet Nibiru within
your solar system, on its 3657 year “sling-shot” orbit. The Earth certainly is warming up but
not for the reasons given in the media, or from the given reasons of Co 2 emissions – for it is
warming from within. Volcanic activity and seas which warm from the bottom can hardly be
as a result of an atmospheric gas!
To date both the British (lead) and the American (follower) regimes have categorically
refused to reveal details to the masses and indigenous populations the truth of this
phenomenon. The Puppet Master, MJ12, your Service-to-Self accomplices the Zeta Grey,
the Futczhi (Rigelians), Sirian Annunaki, Dracos and Zephelieum, Rutilia and a few more
have tried with moderate success to control the game to their ends until now. However,
surprises are now the order of the day. The secret or covert government of this planet has
seen fit simply to save themselves at “ALL COST” and are gambling their exit strategies prior
to any major pole-shift activity, whilst allowing the masses to simply “Perish in Place”.
Any hopes that you had of succeeding in this measure can only be likened to that of a small
child believing he can fly to the moon on Peter Pan wings. This having been said, you may
still be resting under the illusion (misguided) that you and your inner circle will be evacuated
off-planet to await the shift at some distance and in safety - then to return to rule over the
chaos. In this you are grossly mistaken on two counts:1) You will be deceived by those offering you such services and
2) Any such evacuation attempt will be halted either at launch or in orbit. Accept the
warnings! -The realities of ignore-ance and previous refusal to comply can be evidenced
by your Challenger and Columbia shuttle wreckage and the now acceptance of these
warnings by the grounding of the shuttle missions by NASA – they had no choice. No
launches of equipment or personnel will be allowed.
3) Finally, after any major dimensional shift short of obtaining head-transplants or
permanent shape-shifting you will easily be identifiable in the After-times by those you
sought to cheat.

SOLUTION
We the Guardians, The Council of Worlds,The Universal Great White Brotherhood and the
Alpha and Omega Order of Melchizedek have a series of actions and announcements we
are now setting in place and initiate and we can either do this in consultation and with help
from you or not. With is always preferable hence this communication leading, we hope, to a
dialogue. Time is short and you can help. We propose a lead out of the truth, but with you as
a figure-head initially providing the “disturbing but necessary” media publicity – we will then
take up the slack, so to speak. This could/can be your gift to your nation and the world and
Charles could well find a meaningful role here especially via his Rosicrucian Tenets. We
need to act now and with your co-operation or without it for you do not have as much time as
your E.B.E friends have led you to believe.
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Operation Firewall will also place a “commoner” between you and the people to act as an
interface, a lightning rod if you prefer, to hopefully ensure the difference is made when it is
needed.
In conclusion you have been let down, lied to, misled and duped by your own kind and what
you would term your closest allies and at every level they have failed you and your future
path is showing little difference in this regard. You, your country and your planet, or should
we say your subjects’ planet, is in crisis – politically, socially, economically and especially
spiritually. The world is now tired, worn out and out of time. The best you have been able to
do has failed and then some.
The Universe IS NOT in crisis – you and this planet are.
Do the right thing! Do it Now!

On behalf of the Alpha and Omega Order Melchizedek,

Asher Melchizedek/Peter Smith

TIME FRAME
This transmission in document form will be posted to you via your own mail services on
Wednesday (Mercury) 8th February 2006. It is sent via guaranteed Next Day Delivery
Service.
We consider it to be in your possession by Saturn-day 11th February: that is three days after
posting. This is the 52nd Solar day of 2006.
From this time we will offer you 21 days (3 x 7) to reply under Sacred law of One Protocols.
We therefore give you until the 4th March 2006: this is the 72nd day of Solar 2006.
Should we have received no response by 72.60030867191* days then we will consider all
offers to have lapsed as per this document outline. The contents of this document and other
material will then be offered to the world via public broadcast media and networks.
WE LEAVE YOU IN THE LOVE AND LIGHT OF THE ONE INFINITE CREATOR,
*

E = mc2
 but E= √ [(2c +√1/2c) (2c)2 ]
Where c = 144,000 Nautical miles per/grid second reduced by 100 x * √5 + ½
2
* The Da Vinci Code!
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